I support Administrative Law Judge Yacknin and Commissioner Ferron’s decisions on SDG&E application A110-5023. Our region has the power it needs without building more fossil fuel plants, especially a power plant at Mission Trails Regional Park.

The proposed Quail Brush Power plant is next to one of the last wild areas in San Diego, a well-loved park visited by many San Diegans wishing to get out in nature. Not only will the power plant spoil the view, but the emissions will seriously injure or kill the native flora.

CEC should deny approval for the proposed Quail Brush plant that will allow SDG&E to raise rates using inefficient polluting technology for unneeded power. SDG&E and Cogentrix state this plant is needed to supplant power gaps in local capacity on hot days quickly to ramp up and “fill in the power gaps”. This power plant and it’s resulting 200 tons of yearly air pollution is not needed.
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